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USAN 10 and the USP Dictionary of Drug Names. Published for the 
USAN Council by the U. S. Pharmacopeial Convention, Inc., 
Rockville, MD 20852, 1972. xii + 200 pp. 50 X 60 cm. Rice 
$15.00. 
If tht USP officials had resisted the temptation to project a bit of 

chauvinism in their new title to this publication, it would be hard to 
fault the new edition. Indeed, it has much more information, pre- 
sented in a larger and more convenient page size. than ever before. 
Moreover, the thought and editorial care devoted to organizing and 
providing a considerable amount of diverse factual information in 
aconcise yet readilycomprehensible format areimmediately apparent 
to the reader. 

There also is every reason to expect that the accuracy of the tech- 
nical content will merit the reader’s confidence. Although we are 
aware that past USAN booklets published by the USPC have taken 
certain liberties with the”official” USAN lists as they haw emanated 
from the USAN office, the extent of such editorial license in the 
present volume can only be assessed after considerable use. and close 
review. Furthermore, the matter of compiling completely accurate 
information *of this nature in a uniform format presents so many 
difficulties and complications that few if any other drug name dic- 
tionaries could even approach the apparent completeness and re- 
liability of this Current volume 

Moreover, there are other good features which add to the general 
usefulness of the volume. For example, we were pleased to note that 
a listing of pertinent Chemical Abstracts Service Registry Numbers 
is included for the first time, and that the Molecular Formula cross- 
listhg to corresponding USAN names has been reinstated after a 
brief absence. This latter feature-which comprises Appendix II- 
provides the only means of locating a name for a compound when 
structure, formula, or composition is known rather than the reverse 
situation (i.e., having a USAN or other coined drug name which 
one wishes to identify further). 
So much for the generally fine content of the compilation. Let us 

now return to our opening comment concerning the overly promi- 
nent mention of one of the cosponsoring organizations in what is 
essentially the collaborative work of three organizations plus the 
Food and Drug Administration. The USAN program has indeed 
been a success. On its fifth anniversary we saluted the project with 
our editorial “Drug Names-A Semblence of Order” which ap- 
peared in the June 1966 issue of this Journal. Undoubtedly, much of 
the reason for the success has been due to two factors: (a) the sub- 
merging of individual sponsor identification in the interest of the 
mitied joint effort and (b) the excellent administration and guidance 
of the operation by the USAN office staff. 

The present volume’s title obviously flies in the face of the unity 
theme. In searching for an explanation, we perused the Foreword to 
the book, and noted the proud boast that: “Unanimous approval 
of the new format was expressed by members of the USAN 
Council.” However, we learned that, through a purpqrted USPC 
oversight, the USAN Council members were neither informed 
nor polled concerning the change in title of the publication! 

In the Foreward we also noted the justly deserved accolades ac- 
corded two of the charter members of the USAN Council. But what 
does the Foreword say about the real workhorse, Dr. Joseph B. 
Jerome, who has been the full-time USAN Council Secretary and 
director of the program since its inception in 1961 ? In a word, 
nothing. This silence is strange and puzzling. Unless it was a careless 
oversight on the part of the USP Executive Director, this silence 
reflects either a naive understanding of the complex USAN opera- 
tion and the critical contribution made by the USAN Secretary and 
his staff or, even more disturbing, it suggests a purposeful tipping 
of the scales in some self-serving, status-seeking effort. 

Staff Review W 

Pbannacognosy, loth Edition. By G. E. TREASE and W. C. EVANS. 
Williams & Wilkins, Baltimore, MD 21202, 1971. viii + 795 pp. 
14.5 X 23 cm. Price $23.00. 

This pharmacognosy text is an improved revision of the previous 
edition. Although the format and intended readership have not been 
altered, certain chapters and parts have been rearranged to give 
better continuity in the presentation of the subjects. 

The book is divided into nine parts with the parts concerning the 
introduction to pharmacognosy , plant morphology, plant taxon- 
omy, plant cultivation, and microscopic techniques remaining es- 
sentially unchanged. The general discussions on phytochemistry are 
augmented by the addition of brief accounts on cytostatic agents, 
hallucinogens, allergens, and insecticides; the text is strengthened by 
the updated revision of the biosynthesis of secondary metabolites, 
the addition of a concise discussion on the difficult subject of chemo- 
taxonomy, and the inclusion of the phytochemical Appendix listing 
selected Chemical Abs/rac/s citations from January 1966 to Decem- 
ber 1970. 

The most objectionable portions of the text to this reviewer are 
the parts dealing with the individual drugs, which remained funda- 
mentally descriptive. In areas of the world where crude drugs are 
still used extensively, this book can be a very valuable text. In the 
United States. however, the phytochemical and biological aspects of 
natural drugs are more important since our pharmaceutical practices 
involve minimal contact with crude drugs. The value of this text is, 
therefore, limited in the United States. It  should be noted, however, 
that the authors have added some phytochemical data to discussions 
concerning certain of the plant families. Unfortunately, the authors 
did not attempt any correlation of chemical data with the biological 
effects of the drug plant constituents within these taxa. Another 
disturbing feature of this text is the need of the reader to make fre- 
quent cross-references between the families and drugs in Part 7 and 
the appropriate chapters in other parts of the book for chemical 
structure and other data, which renders the book less than ideal as a 
text for students. 

Although this reviewer does not recommend this book as a student 
text, he does recornmend its addition to college of pharmacy li- 
braries. 

Reoiewed by Harry H. S. Fong 
University of Illinois 

Chicago, IL 60680 W 
ar rhe Medical Center 

k m  BiostntistiCt3. An Introduction to Statistics With A p p h -  
tiom in Biology and Medicine. By D. COLQUHOUN. Clarendon 
Press (Oxford University), 16-00 Pollitt Drive, Fair Lawn, NJ 
07410, 1971. xviii + 425 pp. 15.5 x 23 cm. Price 511.50 paper- 
back; f17.75 cloth bound. 
“Most people need all thehelp they can get topreventthem making 

fools of themselves by claiming that their favorite theory is sub- 
stantiated by observations which do nothing of the sort.” The 
author’s thesis is that most statistical treatment of experimental data 
is carried out with little thought, if any, being given to the validity of 
assumptions concerning the distribution of the observations which 
underlie parametric tests, and that a more “critical way of thinking 
about experimentation” is urgently needed when measuring “ab- 
stract quantities such as pain, intelligence and purity in heart.” 

The book has 14 chapters, two appendixes, and an eight-page 
index. h i d e  the back cover is a quick guide to significance tests 
applicable to various types of measurements, e.g., classification, 
ranked, or numerical. An index of symbols in the beginning of the 
book covers four pages and is quite complete if somewhat lengthy. 
The author includes here notation not familiar to this reviewer, 
e.g., script Roman letters for population and parameter estimates. 
On the other hand, the more familiar e (epsilon), designating raib 
dom error, and p (rho) for the population correlation coefficient are 
not used. 

Chapters 1-4 covering basic statistical concepts. fundamental 
operations, and theoretical distributions are quite conventional. 

Chapters 6-11 deal with significance tests, confidence limits, 
classification measurements, numerical and rank measurements, and 
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the analysis of variance. Heavy emphasis is given to nonparametric 
procedures. 

The “Black Magic Assay of Purity in Heart” used to illustrate 
binomial sampling is an example of whimsical but dective treat- 
ment of a number of topics. The most valuable part of the book, 
from the standpoint of biomedical research, is the three chapters 
bringing together the relationship between two variables and cor- 
relation, as well as assays and calibration curves. Illustrations of the 
individual effective dose, direct assays, all-or-none responses, and 
the probit transformation conclude the book. 

The two appendixes develop more rigorously some of the mathe- 
matical concepts outlined in earlier chapters. An example of this is a 
”stochastic view of the adsorption of molecules from solution.” 

A unique feature of the book is the extensive cross-referencing to 
related topics in other parts of the book which is very good even if it 
may sometimes interfere with the reader’s train of thought. The text 
is remarkably free from typographical errors. While this reviewer 
did not check out all of the computation in the numerous examples, 
it does seem to be in order. 

With the increasing emphasis on bioavailability studies found 
today, this book is certainly to be recommended to students in 
biology, pharmacy, and medicine as an introduction to the correct 
application of statistical concepts and techniques to their chosen 
field of efIort. 

Reaiewed by H. Latham Breunig 
Eli filly and Company 
Indianapolis, IN 46206 8 

Ups and Do-, Dhgging and Duplng. By J. RICE, M.D. Macmillan, 
866 Third Ave., New York, NY 10022, 1972. 214 pp. 13.5 X 21 
cm. Price S5.95. 
As another book on drug abuse, this publication has more to com- 

mend it to the lay reader than many others. It is readable; reason- 
ably comprehensive, covering not only commonly abused drugs but 
also over-the-counter products, alcohol, and nicotine; and well 
documented. This book is not intended for the technical reader; 
however, it does present good and understandable summaries of 
research efforts in certain areas. 

Staff Reoiew 8 

Opiates and Their Al(enrates for Pain and Coup$ Relief. Report of a 
WHO Sdentiflc Group. World Health Organization Technical 
Report Series. World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland 
(available from American Public Health Association, Inc., 1015 
18th St., NW, Washington, DC 20036), 1972. 30 pp. 16 X 24 
cm. Price $0.75. 
This report considers marketed drugs that have already been 

evaluated objectively by controlled clinical trials and subjected to 
clinical scrutiny. Effectiveness for relief of mild-to-severe pain uses 

morphine as the reference; cough relief &ectiveness is related to 
codeine. Psychic or physical dependence and tolerance capacities are 
discussed. 

StaffReview 8 

Chemist and Druggh Directory 1972 and Tablet & Capsule I-- 
catfaa Guide. Berm Brothers Limited, Bouverie House, 154 Fleet 
Street, London, EC4 2DL. England, 1972.332 pp. 20.5 X 28 cm. 
Price 56.00. 
This publication is a useful reference for information on British 

drug products and related pharmaceutical organizations, facilities, 
laws, services, and miscellaneous information. It is thumbtabbed 
into 10 sections to facilitate use. 

Staff Review 8 

NOTICES 

Respiratory Tmct Fluid. By ELWN M. BOYD. Charles C Thomas, 
301-327 East Lawrence Ave., Springfield, IL 62703, 1972. 321 
pp. 14.5 X 23cm.PriceS11.00. 

Marine Chemistry, Volume I-Analytical Methods. By DEAN F. 
MARTIN. Dekker, Inc., 95 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10016, 
1972.389 pp. 15 X 23 cm. Price 59.50. 

ktude Analytique de D&i& Fluoris, Applications a L‘Analyse 
Pharmaceutique. By M.  HA^. Editions Arscia S. A,, Rue de 
1’Etuve 60, lo00 Brwelles, 1972. 241 pp. 16 X 24 cm. Price 
490 fr . (French) 

Meningeal Leukemia. By L. E. BRODER and S. K. CARTER. Plenum, 
227 W. 17th St., New York, NY 10011. 1972. 132 pp. 16 X 25 
cm. PriceS14.50. 

Pharmacology and Toxicology of Naturally-Occurring Toxins, 
Section 71, Volume II ,  International Encyclopedia of Pharmacology 
and Therapeutics. Edited by HELENA RASKOVA. Sponsored by the 
International Union of Pharmacology. Pergamon Press, Inc.. 
Maxwell House, Fairview Park, Elmsford, NY 10523, 1972. 
299 pp. 15 X 23 cm. Price $21 .00. 

Synthetic Methods of Organic Chemistry, Vol. 26, Yearbook 1972. 
Edited by WILLIAM THEILHEIHER. Available from U.S. representa- 
tive of S. Katger, P. 0. Box 352, White Plains, NY 10602, 1972. 
xvi + 576 pp. 15 X 23 cm. Price 579.80. 

Lipidr, Malnutrition and the Developing Brain. A Ciba Foundation 
Symposium. American Elsevier, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New 
York, NY 10017,1972.326pp. 16 X 24cm. 

Peptide Transport in Bacteria and Mammalian Gut. A Ciba Founda- 
tion Symposium. American Elsevier, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.. 
New York, NY 10017,1972.161 pp. 16 x 24 cm. 
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